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NATIVE SON RETURNS HOME FOR DEBUT BOOK LAUNCH!
CHASING THE EAGLE: From Dreaming to Achieving Success & Freedom ISBN 978-0-9826147-1-6
(hard cover) $25; ISBN 978-0-9826147-0-9 (soft cover) $20; ISBN 978-0-9826147-2-3 (eBook) $7.00.
In 1985, Cleveland, Ohio native James J. Williams to the Nation’s Capital in pursuit of success & freedom,
but most importantly – fulfillment! His only possessions were a suitcase, a 1979 Chevette, gas money
and a dream! Ultimately this treasure hunt would take him more than 25 years to discover. There were
equally as many defeats as there were victories; stumbling-blocks as there were building-blocks, and most
certainly failures & disappointments as there were successes & triumphs.
Now more than 25 years later, author James J. Williams returns home to share his treasure by launching
his debut book CHASING THE EAGLE: From Dreaming to Achieving Success & Freedom. Nominated
for 6 book awards, including Best Inspirational, Best Book Cover & Best New Nonfiction, this book is an
absolute must read! The author takes you on his journey in a quest for success that would include:
* THE PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE
* THE IMPORTANCE OF NOT GIVING UP
* THE FREEDOM OF GIVING BACK
In the final analysis, the author applied a formula that ultimately became his recipe for having a great life:
SUCCESS + FREEDOM = FULFILLMENT
During these tough economic times, things are changing rapidly.
Beyond the shrinking dollar,
unemployment, home foreclosures and other challenges that threaten our families and communities,
many Americans are finding out that success and freedom have become an endangered species. Author
James J. Williams knows exactly what it means to grow up having less. If America would become the land
of milk & honey, she certainly overlooked the east side neighborhood of Cleveland, Ohio where James
grew up. The very thought of success and achievement became a daily struggle for him. Today, Mr.
Williams proudly lives a different reality and is bringing those experiences home where it all began.
Rising Eagle Publishing will sponsor a book signing Saturday, November 27, 2010 at the following venue:
Embassy Suites Beachwood Hotel
3775 Park East Drive – Beachwood, OH 44122
(216) 765-8066
Book Signing 4pm – 7pm || Launch Party 8pm – 12am
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